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Surveys ¢)ver the year’s show that engineers and other

¯ Lecl’~nic’.al peol.]l~’, in industry and government spend up to

one-third c~T their working time on report wr’iting, How we.].l

do they perTorm this -iob? IT one is to judge Trom the amount

oT report writing courses being held in various c:oLtr’.’tries, or

Trom ’Lhe remarks oT senior managem~’÷n(’: t.he answer must be

"r"~one too we.~l 1 "
o.

The reason Tor this deTic:ier’~c:y is comple’,.’, In some

ca.ses it is sheer inab:[lity to write (ancl some WoL~ld say "Lo

think) c:lear’ly’.     Another reason is the-.: [2L~riOL.[S be.1.’~.eT that

objec::i-ivity c:an only be est.ablished by writing impersonally

in the passive voice.     BLvL more Trequently the wr’iter’ adopts

vagu(’:.ness in the bel:ieT that he "is being diplomatic; no one

can pin l-Yim down :i.T he is oblique. Equally he may play it

sate and indulge in eupl;e,nism and circumlocLition so as not to

hurt Teelings and incriminate other people. As Cooper (196.9.)

says:

"Truth iF, Tact drains out (3T many a report as it
works its way up .the manage.ment ladder. The net
result is bad English".

The purpose aT this paper is to e;.,amine how technical

and other reports may be written so that they are easy to

read and understand. My brieT is to paint a general picture;

other speakers will deal with the details giving examples oT

good and bad writing.
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Main Stages i~", Writir~g a Report

The main stages in writing a report are:

oT material,    (b) selection,    (c) logical

inter’pret:ation ancl (e) presenta£ion.

(a) collection

orc~eri ng,     (d)

Collection o’I" Material

There is no standard w~ly oH: collecting

you go about it w:i. 1]. depencl very mud’] on Line

Some:,t i rues you wi i ]. use reT e:r’er, ce.~ bool.::s and

someLimes per:i, od:i. cals and ohh.ei.I" reports ancl at

mat eri al.     How

c:i rct.tmstarices.

rex ’t b oc, k s,

oLin er t i m(.:.:.~ s

yOL.! will have to carry out an e;.,periment or a survey.

The    i mpor"t ant rul es ’t(~ remember    when    col Iec.: t i ng

inTormation are: .... (a) check the accuracy of your facts, (b)

separate facts from opinions and assess the merit o~ the

opinions,    (c) separ’ate facts fPom ir;ferences and see iT the

inTerences are. well based.

I~ you are carrying out a survey be sure to collect all

¯ the information you reqLiire.     Since collection oT data is

expensive the aim must be to per;orm the job c.orre~t].y the

Tirst time; you rarely can aTford a second bite at the cake.

Similarly, you should try to avoid collecting and recording

information you do not need. This is wasteTul.

IT numbers are to be presented it, your report it is a

good any

data is

easy to design a questionnaire which will give the data

requirecl.     UnTortunately it is diTTicult to get to

prepare blank tables in ~dvance. so,

idea to rougln out blank ’tables and graphs before

are collected.     Once these blanks are available it

people

Some are unable to do
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others won’t try~ As a result the collective prcxzess is very

eTten not as eTTic.:ient as it should be.

Selection o"F Material

When you have collected and classiTied your material you

must make some selections for your report.     The act of

selec:tion - muc"h more than the initial investigation - should

be c:onc.~erned with the reader.     Thi:i is a point that is often

overlooked.     You should be aware of the extent and nature of

the knowledge of your readers~ their interests, their status

and authority and even your own authority. These will have a

the choice of m’aterial ,     on the method of

and on the level at which the matter is

bearing on

presentation

discussed.

You should leave out items which are beyond    the

understanding oT the readers, items which are too well known,

items upon which you cannot speak with authority and items

~whil-h will not help towards a decision on action.

Logical Ordering

Di fTerent people approach this problem in different

ways. Experienced writers give a good deal of thought to the

way they will structure their reports.     The less experienced

rarely do this. The latter usually start writing without

any outlinE, in mind hoping that a structure will emerge as

the writing proceeds.     A structure will, oT course, energe

from this haphazard approach but it is not likely to be a

very ordered one, nor one which lends itself easily to
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improvement in s~.(bsequent drafts.

All good writers try to visualise a complete struc.ture

~or a report be.~ore any writing is done at all.     They try to

picture the introduction ,j    the c.’hapter or main section

headings and the order in which ~hese headings will be

arranged.     Later they write down this (.~utline and ;lesh it

out by putting in more headings and subheadings. This then

becomes the framework for the Tirst draft.

Surprisingly~ many o.~ the books (:~n writing pay little

attention to the initial structuring of material. This is a

pity. Most oT the {.aults found in scienti.Fic writings are not

misspellings, bad grammar or even bad sentence c:onstruc~tion.

They are nearly always bad structures. No coherent story is

tel d.

Inexperienced writers find it difficult to visualise an

abstract structure in advance and Tor them certain training

procedures have to be developed. I get my    research

assistants to make a list, in any kind of order~ of the main

ideas which they wish to present.     They are then asked to

classify these into common groups each o~ whic;h will ~orm the

substance of a sec:tion or chapter.     The chapters are then

arranged in logical order to give an overall structure for

the wor ~i:.

Possible Structures of a Report

In general a report should contain the    following

subjects in the order mentioned: -    Introduction ~ Report

proper~ Conclusions. Rebommendations~ Future work~ Appendii,,
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But not all report:s would merit an appendix. There may be no

~utur’e work.     The most appr’opr’iate structure ~ill depend on

i
the current pr’actice o,; the firm, or the ei,’perlence oT the

writer, and on the purpose of the report.

For’    e;,’ampl e,      the    putting    of    concl usi ons and

recommendations at the beginning o~ the r’eport before the

main argumen’L seems to some people to be pLittincJ, the ~-al~t

beTore the horse - illogical ir1 the extreme.     But to others

who use this form, and many do, it is the obvious v~ay of

showing quick].y the relevance and importance o-; the report.

The most frequent, most ob vi cJuls ancl pr-obab i y most

succ:essful ar-rangement is the "loll. owing: .... title page, table

of c~on’~ents, acknov~ledgements, summary, introduc~ion, main

t e,~.’ t.,.    conclusions and recommendations,     references and

appenclices.

I do not propose discussing all. of these items here.

You can always look up the layout of title pages, tables o{

.contents and acknowledge~ev~ts in any published work. Some

observations    on the other items    including    footnotes,

numbering and abbreviations, would perhaps be helpful.

Summary

The summary should be a survey of the ground covered in

the report. It should not be regarded as part of the report,

but written after the report is completed.     Its writing is a

good test of a report.     If you can look back on your efforts

which may have been piecemeal and state e~fectively what has

been discussed in the report, it augers well.
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A summary whicl"~ is more L’har~ ten per’ cen’L of the

of the main text wou].d general, ly be cc~nsidereci too long.

¯ L’he ESRI we try to keep summaries to about five per

Writers often argue that they must have me)re space for

I e n g "L h

In

cent.

their

summaries - to do their’ work justic:e. This may be so bu’L if

a writer takes ’Lime it is surprising what he can fit into a

sma].l ~.~pace.     G.B.Shaw once remarkecl in a postscript to a

ic)ng letter to a friencl "I am sorry I have not had time to be

brief". Al’Lhough brief and fac"Lual the summary should not be

in "tel~.~,gl ~.l.]l,c.~,.~...        Ii: is thE-~ readers introduction to your

report and you want that to be favoLtrab].e. The order of

presentation in the summary oug’ht to correspond with that. in

the actual, report.

Summaries shou].d corrLain no material net mentioned in

tlne report itself.     Too often they cc,~nLain afterLhoughts or

statements~ to tidy things up, for which there is no evidence

in the report proper.

Introduction

The best introduction is to state in your- first sentence

what the report is about. An example would be: "This report

evaluates the options for- the use of Bord na Mona’s cLvLaway

bogs".     You can be even more positive arid say: "This Report

proposes the planting of trees on cutaway bogs".     Editors of

technical journals never weary of reminding their writers to

state the object of tlneir article or paper in the opening

paragraph, so that the reader knows where he is going and can

assess what he is reading.



The next step is to provide the necessary background

such as the sequence of past events, leading to the present

problem which the reader will need and which he may not know

or remember. You may need to mention the authority and terms

c~T re{erence also.     The ~inal stage is to in;orm the reader

how you propose to develop the subject under discussion.

Some writers prefer to leave the introduction until

last.     If you have your struc:ture worked out it is much

easier to write the main chapters or sections first~ because

they are usually descriptive.     Having got these out of the

way you can then go back and say in the intrc~duction what the

report is all about.

But regardless oT when you write it, the introduction is

usually the most difficult part of the report to construct.

You are coming at it cold, and f~ced with the blank page you

may be unable to start.     You may know what you want to say

but you cannot make up your mind how to say it. Con4ronted

with this dilemma my advice is to start writing. Put down

your thoughts in any order and go on writing until the ideas

start Tlowing.     When this happens you have broken the

barrier. You can then go back, polish o~T and restructure

what you have said.

The Body o~~" the Report

The classification of the material in preparing the

outline of the report will determine the sequence in which

the different sections will be ordered. The list o; headings

already prepared should be fleshed out usually going from the
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general to tlTe parti¢~ular. I~ you are describing a machine

you should first de.scribe the principles on which it works

and then gi ve detai I s of the construc:tion.

In wr’iting up these sec:tions you should stick" as closely

as possible to your original outline,     InTormation tha’L’ is

outside the purpose of the report should be exc’luded, Many

writers (as ideas come t.othem dur:i, ng t, he writing) get

diverted from their intendecl structLtre and finish up giving a

whole jumble o{ .irrelevant material. This is {atal.

A question which always arises in writing up reports is

the location of tables and diagrams - whet.her in t.he body of

the report or’ in an appendix.     In my opir~ion their’ location

should depend on their contents.

Diagrams which are prepared to illustrate points or

simplify concepts should go in the te;.’t where they belor~g,

More complicated diagrams and maps should go in an appendix,

Similar’ly~ tables showing data directly relevant to your

,arguments should go in the tei.’t~ while those containing

background material are best put in an appendix. Actually~

if the tei.’t refers fairly often to displ, ays of any kind it is

best to put these displays in the body of the report where

they c:an be r-eferrecl to easily by the reader.

Conclusion

The body of the report may c:ontain

the marshalling of the evidence may leacl

which is stated.

disc:ussion in

some conclusions;

to a conclusion

The c:onc, lusion proper should summarise the

’the main" sections and draw inference wlnere
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aplor(~pri~..~.~.:..~.     Thi:~ conclusion should not (-ontain any new idea

n(")t pl"ev.i. OL~s].y intr’c~duced in the r’epor"t, It should consist

of firm clualified stat.ements.

Reco~mer~datior~s

The natur"al process in an investigative report is to

obtair, some results from wlnid-~ yOLl draw conc].LIsions upon

which    yOL~ make recommendat i ons. In many reports    the

con¢:lusions and recommendations are listed together~ but in

other’s~ partic:ular’ly long reports~ the recommendations are

listed under a separate heading.

Rec:cmmlendat.ions can be the most tric:ky part o~ the
a

report to write.     The writer has to consider very care.Fully

his relaticlnship with the reader.     The reader" may consider

that he is the person who should make the recommendations.

In that case it would be unwise - and might even be

impertinent - for the writer to suggest wha’L action should be
l

.taken. Usually, however, the per’son who writes the report is

e,vpected to make recommendations based on the results of his

investiga’Lions; it is up to the reader to act (In these or

otherwise.     Action may very o;’Len depend on the tone of the

r’ec:ommer~dations - tentative, conciliatory, aggressive.     The

writer must decide which tone Lo use.

The /Ippendix

A cor.venient way of presenting detailed information$

which would irrLerrupt the smooth flow of the report, is to

put in an appendi,~., or in appendices if there are more than
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0 n e.

is

~.orrespor~dence and worked ei.’amples. The met’it oT

an appendix from the main body o.; the report is

reacler is under no obligation to read it.     The

The scirt of mat.eria], which is relegated to the appenclix

e~.,perimental     results,     statistical, data ~ maps,

sep at’at i ng

t h a t t h e

appendi x,

however, is very often an important part oT the report.     Its

c:orrt.ents are usually the mat.erial on which the conclusions

are basecl and critical r-eaclers will wish to study these in

order to see i~ pr’oper in.ferences have been drawn.

I~ there is more than one appendi;.’ they should be

designated as Appendi;.’ A, Appencli;.’ B, etc.     Page numbering

slnould be observed as if the a~ppendi;.’ were part of the main

t e:.’ t.

If you use other people’s work~ particularly written or

published work,     it is customary to make some reference to

.it, not only that credit may be given to the person whose

work you are using, but so that your reader may re.;er to the

quoted work for confirmation or further study.     For this you

must give precise details. These should include: author’s

name and initials, title of the work, publisher, date of

publication, place o{ publication, edition and page numbers

of citation (first and last).

The reference details will di4:fer slightly in the case

of books, journals or periodicals.     Journals are usually

assembled in volumes, so a volume number will be necessary.

Althougln publishers publish periodicals it is not usual to
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inc:lude the publisher’s name ~dnen referencing a per’iodical.

Unpublished material may also be acknowledged if it is fel, t

appropriate ’to do so thus:

Mur’phy, F:’.J., 1986, The Economic Crisis, Paper read to
the    Dublin Economics Wor’ksl’~op, Trinity College,
October-.

If you reference as above, t.~sing author’s name and date, yC~,Lt

should put your references in alphabetical order so that

readers (.-an find them easily. In the past referenc:es denoted

by some prirr~ers wor’k, were very often placed at the foot roT

the page along with footnotes; nowadays references tend to be

pl,~ced at tlne end of a chapter or" at the end of the work and

r’ef ei’-red

var’ies;

style" ,

to footnotes and general lay out.

Referencing is cleal t with

i.e.,

to in the text (e.g. , Smith, 1987).     Practice

every publisher has what is called "its own house

not alone in regard to referenczes but also in reclard

very fully in Waldo (1960)

Waldo, W.H., 196~’~, Better Report Wr’iting, Reinhold,
New York, 2nd ed, pp. 41-54.

Footnotes

A footnote might be described as a small appendix. Its

insertion in the text would interrupt the smooth flow, but

the    writer may feel that he would I i ke to make an

elaboration. The footnote provides a convenient place to do

it.     Footnotes should he used sparingly and they should be

brief.     Those which take up half a page, as some do, are to

be deplored.



As t.heir nami:~ implies, loot’.notes should be .found ai". the

{oot of the page, but in recent years they tend to be placed

at the end o.~ the chapter or at the end o.F the" work. You

should use a c:li-Fferent printer’s mark for a {-ootnote than for

a re.ference. If footr~o’ke,,s are. placed at the foot o.F the page

they are UsL~a].ly numbered .l,2,-",: etc., on each page.; i{ at" the

end o{ the chapter "hhey are numbered i,~,3,

chapter and if at the end of the work

throughout t’he work. Practice varies,

etc., i n each

1,2,3,4, etc. ,

however,     and

done i ni n ’.’,~ :.’ " ~’::, - i e 1"i ~ e d..... p~... ~ writers should 10ok at the way it is

some journal ar’tic:le or book.

and    only

-necessary.

confusing.

Numbering

)it is commor~ practice in many organisations to emphasise

the sub-clivision of a report by the use of numbers.     My

advic:e to ine,vper, ienced writers is to be careful with numbers

use them where it is considered    absol utel y

The numbering seen in some reports is quite

Tables and diagrams have to be numbered.     If the report

is short the textual tables and diagrams should be numbered

consecutively, i.e., Table 1,2,3, etc., Figure 1,2,3, etc.

If the report is divided into chapters, a decimal system of

numbering should be employed.     In Chapter 1 tables and

diagrams should be numberecl i.i, 1.2, etc., and in Chapter 2

the numbers should go 2.1, 2.2, etc., and so on. Tables in

appendices should be numbered similarly, Table A.I, A.2 and

Figure A.I, A.2, ]’able B’.I, B.2, Figure B.I, B.2 and so on.



In government reporte~ par’agr’aphs are usually numbered

c-onsecutively from 1 to n throughout the work. These numbers

ar’e put in when all ’t:he dr’aTts of the r.~-,por’t ar’e completed.

I~ put .i,n a’t. an ear].:ler stage most e.F ’~:he numbers mList be

changed if a paragraph near the front is inser’tecl or taken

oLvl: 1 a’t:er.

Abbreviations

It: is usual to use abbreviations in the

report. The {irst time you use an abbreviation

appear in brackets after the ~ull ti~le unless it

well known such as ft. for ~eet’, yd. for’ yard etc.

text of a

i t s h ou I d

is very

i.f there

are a good deal of abbreviations you should set them out in a

glossary at the front o{ the work or in an appendix-’

bac:k. The reader very often cannc.~t remember

un{amiliar abbr’eviation stands {or even though it

e;.’plained earlier in the te’,.’t, The glossary can

.referred to.

at the

what~ an

has been

easi 1 y be

STYLE

Style is defined by Lucas (1974) as "a good way of

expressing onesel {" or "the effective L~se O~ language,

especially in prose, whether to make statements or to arouse

emotions"     It involves first of all the power to put facts

with clarity and brevity bLv~ facts are usually none the worse.

for being put with as muc:h force and interest as the subject

permits.



Other speakei’-s at this meeting will deal with di4:Terent

aspects of style in some detail.     Flere I wi].l con.fine mysel

to the points which I ’think are most important.

(a) Sentence Length

Sentence length is one o.~ the main factors which a.;;ects the

readability of a report.     Cc~mmunicatior~ breaks down when you

tr’y to cram too many subor’dinate ideas into a ser;tence.     It

is easy ’to see how this happens.     If you make a categorical

statement you fee]. you must qualify it in some way. For-

examj:.-,].e~ a statement like "no fr’acturing of ’the metal will

oc(:ur’ during heating" mL~st be" qua].i~:ied with "provided the

temper’ature r’emair, s constarrt".     The temptation is to go on

and explain why this is so by adding further subordinate

clauses. At the end you will have a sentence wh:[ch descr’ibes

ac:curat:e].y the experiment under discussion but whic:h is very

difficult for the reader ’to take in. The rule is to add your

qualifications in the form’of short sentences rather- than as

subordinate clauses.     If you do this reader’s will understand

what you are saying.

You must not, of course, use a succession o~ short

sentences, they give a "jerky prose". Good writers try ’to

alterhate long and short sentenc:es so as to add variety.

(b) Abstract Words

For one reason or another, perhaps out of habit, many writers

sprinkle ’their prose with abstract words like {undamental~

e;.’posi ti on, preconcei ~;ed,     appreciable, consideration,
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ter"Jclency~ etc-..     These words and similar ones like~ ver-y

qu:ite and r’atl"~er, thoL~gl’~ appearing conv:i, ncing when uttered,

L~sually say not:hing to t.he reader, De].e?te them;rom written

serrl:enc:es in which they occ:ur and the sentences are sLronger,

(c) Needle-~.s Word-~

Vigorous wr’iting is conc~.ise. A sentence should contair~ no

unnecessary wc)rds, a paragraph no unnecessary sente.nce.s.

This requires, not that the writ:er makes all his sentences

short, or that he avoids all deta:il but that every word is

mal.’e, tel i.

Many expressions violate this rule:

There is no doL~b’L buL that .......... no doubt

used ;or" ;uel purposes .............. used ;or ;uel

in a hast:y manner .................... hastily

his subject is a strange one ......... his subject is strange

(d) A,-tive & Passive Voice

.Where possible use the active voice. The passive voice has a

legitimate use but it is less direct than the active voice

and r-equires more words to say the same thing. For e;.’ample

"Newton discovered gravitation"    is more emphatic    than

gravitation was discovered by Newton.

One o; the main reasons ;or the use o; the passive voice is

the belie; that it gives objectivity to a report.     This

belie; is not justiTied.     I; a person has done a piece o;

research, and has written it up,the ;indings are either valid

or invalid regardless O; whether the writer hides behind such

expressions as "it was" discovered that", "it was ;urther
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noted" or- admits responsibility by saying "I observed that"

or "I ;urther noted". These, incidentally~ are not the only

alternatives, be

irritating and draw too much attention to the The

personal pronoun must be used sparingly, the

advantage,     however,     that it discourages and

emphasises a person’s responsibility ;or what he writes.

A report sprinkled liberally wil~h Is can

writer.

It has

va(:jueness

Keeping Ideas Separate

Good writing has a columnar structure, ea¢:h idea being a

column which carl stand on its own. Wi’th such writing you can

shi;t" paragraphs backwards or ~orwards without doing any

damage to the work as a whole. Bad writing, in which ideas

are mixed up, is like a house o; cards. Remove a sentence or

paragraph and the whole edi;ice collapses. Hence when writing

you should try and keep each idea separate as you go along.

I; a thought about an earlier idea crops up at a later stage

you should bring this thought back and put it where it

belongs.

The Diplomatic S~yle

You may argue, o; course, that in many cases you do not

want to lay all your cards on the table - and this {or a

variety o; reasons. You may not have ~ormulated in your mind

exactly what your relationship is with the reader and

therefore what it is you are trying to do. Are you trying to

convince him o; the necessity ;or some particular action, or

are you trying to avoid being pinned down? I; you are trying
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to convince your reader you should use the direct personal

style.     If you are trying to avoid being pinned down your

language will be rich in such outworn phrases as "it should

be understood that"~ "the perEormance compares .~:avourably

with",     "the expense accounts should    be    signi;i(:antly

reduced." No one can be quite sure what you mean. Here is an

example o; what is known as the diplomatic style tal.~ien from

Cooper (op. cit, pp. 134-145):

"Nothing has occurred to alter the view that the
use o; economic sanctions cannot be ruled out if
other means of persuasion and pressure are seen to
have ;ailed".

means thief England may have to impose

say, South Africa, but to soften that

This basically

economic sanctions on,

dread-~ul piece o#~ news the author unmasks his battery o;

negatives.     The passage is correct English, but the aim o~

such writing is to make sure that no, body can pin anything on

the writer.     Its impac~ is vague rather than clear.     This

pie(-e o~ writing is about politics but the same style, the

same sort o{ expression can be found in many technical

reports. They should be avoided in such documents.

Summing Up

Good

All    the

style is a term applied to a variety ~’o~ writing.

great authors    write differently but with    a

distinctive style.     Good style is one which makes impact on

the reader.     The author’s personality comes through.     Poor

style usually refers to writihg which is involved, where

there is little at~hemp6 at structure and usually where the
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vocabulary range is limited.

There are no hard and ;ast rules for good writing. You

can know all the rules of grammar and observe them all and

still write in a dull convoluted ;ashion.     As a writer you

should aim to be clear and logical; the mark o; good report

writing is clarity and e;fectiveness. You are not likely to

be a person whom other people read with pleasure i; you have

not some sense of rhythm, some ~Feeling -For words and some

ability to provide balanc.e and contrast in your sentence

structure. You can develop your style by reading some author

whose writing you admire and pausing nbw and then to see how

he gets his partic~ular effects.     A perusal of the following

works, some o; which are re;erenc~ed in the text will also be

help;ul.

Cooper, Bruce M.,
Books Ltd. Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England.
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